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A B S T R A C T

In the present work, the tension-compression fatigue behavior of the 2-D woven oxide/oxide-ceramic-matrix
composites is investigated. Experimental investigations reveal different fatigue failure mechanism for the ori-
ginal and the cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs, and both materials undergo cyclic softening in the whole
loading history. Based on the decrease of the elastic modulus, a new fatigue damage model is proposed to
characterize the fatigue damage evolution and predict the fatigue life of both the original and the cyclic thermal
shocked ox/ox-CMCs. The total damage is separated into the thermal stress-related damage from thermal shocks
and the fatigue damage from applied mechanical loads. The good agreement between the proposed model and
experimental data indicates that the damage model has the potential to describe complex thermomechanical
damage of the ox/ox-CMCs under coupled cyclic thermal shocks and mechanical loading.

1. Introduction

Oxide/oxide-ceramic-matrix composites (ox/ox-CMCs), capable of
outstanding long-term mechanical properties in severe temperature and
oxidizing environments, are excellent candidate materials for advanced
applications such as aerospace propulsion components and thermal
protection systems for re-entry vehicles [1–4]. More essentially, the
thermal shock resistance and fatigue resistance of ox/ox-CMCs are vital
issues, as they may fail under transient thermal conditions due to their
low thermal conductivity and low fracture toughness. Therefore, there
is considerable interest in the investigation of cyclic thermal coupling
mechanical fatigue loading for ox/ox-CMCs, in order to understand
their fatigue behavior in the transient thermal environments.

Thermal shock-induced damage mechanisms and damage accumu-
lation in fiber-reinforced CMCs have been the subject of many in-
vestigations [5,6]. Unfortunately, due to the highly transient processes
of damage and the restrictions of the temporal and spatial resolution for
the current experimental methods, it is difficult to do the in-situ ob-
servations during thermal shocks. Thus, the understanding of the me-
chanical performance evolution during coupling cyclic thermal shock
with mechanical fatigue loading is still limited. Yang et al. [7–9] in-
vestigated cyclic thermal shock-induced thermomechanical damage in
the ox/ox-CMCs, they found that microcracks in the matrix lead to the
macroscopic damage, which is induced by the thermal stress during the

shocks, and the elastic modulus degradation are driven by the energy
density release rate [10]. However, although cyclic thermal shock is an
essential kind of thermomechanical fatigue, the thermomechanical fa-
tigue life of the composites cannot be effectively evaluated only by the
cyclic thermal shocks.

Fatigue damage model of CMCs has been widely studied in the lit-
erature [11–13]. So far, two kinds of fatigue models have been in-
troduced [14,15]: (i) Phenomenological models, including fatigue life
models, residual strength model and residual stiffness model, and the
fatigue damage mechanisms in composites are neglect; and (ii) Pro-
gressive damage models, indicated by damage variables related to
measurable damage (delamination size, matrix cracks, etc.) [16], using
fracture mechanics, damage mechanics and statistical approaches.

As for the phenomenological models, Lemaitre and Desmorat [10]
developed a CDM fatigue damage model to analyze the fatigue damage
evolution and predict the low cycle fatigue life. Chaboche et al. [17,18]
established a nonlinear cumulative fatigue damage model using stress
to predict the fatigue life under uniaxial loading, then discussed the
influence of load sequence and average stress on the damage process.
However, these models are specific to a particular composite, and do
not consider meso-composition and damage mechanisms.

It is well-understood in the literature that progressive damage
models can reflect the fatigue damage process of composite structures
quantitatively. Min et al. [19] developed a micro-mechanics model
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combining the three-phase micro-mechanics, the continuum fracture
mechanics and the shear-lag, to analyze the damage mechanism and
fatigue failure and predict the fatigue life of the CMCs. Sabelkin et al.
[20] investigated and characterized the influence of various parameters
(loading type, loading level and environment) to the damage and
failure mechanisms in SiC/SiC CMCs by simulated combustion en-
vironment. Benkabouche [21] predicted the fatigue damage evolution
and the lifetime for the composites under different amplitudes and
multiaxial cyclic loadings by proposing a modified nonlinear fatigue
damage model. Li et al. [22] studied the effects of cyclic temperature
range, fiber/matrix interface debonded energy, matrix cracking space
and fiber volume fraction on the fatigue hysteresis loops of the long-
fiber-reinforced CMCs under out-of-phase thermomechanical fatigue
loadings. Rafiee et al. [23] applied the progressive damage modeling
techniques in fiber reinforced-polymer composite lifetime prediction
based on stiffness degradation, and performed the stochastic fatigue/
static analysis in FRP pipes subjected to internal cyclic hydrostatic
pressure, taking into account winding angle, fiber volume fraction, and
mechanical properties as random parameters [24–26]. Although fatigue
behavior of CMCs has been intensively studied, an essential research
thrust is needed to achieve reliable fatigue damage modeling of the
processes that take place under thermomechanical loading.

The principal objective of the present work is to develop a fatigue
damage model to quantitatively describe uniaxial fatigue damage in
both the original ox/ox-CMCs and cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs
properly. Toward this aim, firstly, fatigue tests under tension-com-
pression loading are conducted to provide a database for identifying the
fatigue damage evolution. Then, the cyclic stress-strain response, the
residual stiffness evolution and fatigue failure mechanisms for the

original ox/ox-CMCs and cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs were also
subjected to comparative analysis and discussed. Finally, an inelastic
fatigue damage model is developed in the framework of continuum
damage mechanics, coupling the Ramberg-Osgood cyclic plasticity
model, to describe the evolution of fatigue damage under cyclic thermal
shock coupling fatigue loading condition.

2. Material and experimental procedures

2.1. Materials

The test materials in the present work consisted of 2-D woven
Nextel™ 610 fibers (99%α-Al2O3) and − −Al O SiO ZrO2 3 2 2 matrix.
Firstly, the uncoated Nextel™ 610 fibers were woven in eight harness
satin weave (8HSW) and impregnated with the paste-like Al2O3 slurry
using knife blade coating. Then 8 layers of woven fibers in the order of
0°/90° were stacked together, pressed and dried at 80 °C–150 °C, and
sintered at 1100 °C–1300 °C, then infiltrated with 3YSZ-sol to perform
the second sintering process for 5 h at the same temperature [27]. The
matrix has a chemical constitution of 85% Al O2 3 and 15% 3YSZ (in
weight). The density of the original ox/ox-CMCs was approximately
2.71 g/cm3, with the porosity of 27.6%, and the fiber volume fraction
was about 44%. The uniaxial tension-compression fatigue specimens
were cut into a shape of 160 mm × 20 mm by water jet (Fig. 1).

Fig. 2 shows the overall microstructure of the original ox/ox-CMCs.
It illustrates some residual pores and extensive micro-cracking appear
in the matrix. The voids arise during the material processing, which
have been created by gas trapped with the matrix infiltrated fiber
preform. Micro-cracking existed may due to different coefficients of

Nomenclature

b the fatigue strength exponent
D the damage variable
De the elastic damage
Df the fatigue damage
Dinit the initial (pre-) damage contained in the material
Dcr the critical damage variable in the material
E0 the initial elastic modulus
E the residual elastic modulus

′σf the fatigue strength coefficient
K the strength coefficient

′K the cyclic strength coefficient
n the strain hardening exponent

′n the cyclic strain hardening exponent
N the number of thermal shock cycles
Sf the material parameter
Tshock the thermal shock temperature
U the strain energy

Y the energy release rates
w the model parameter
α the damage exponent
η the stress triaxiality
ε p

a the plastic strain amplitude
εN

unloading the unloading composites strain for the N cycle

+εN 1
reloading the reloading composites strain the +N 1 cycle

σa the stress amplitude
̃σeq the effective stress

σeq
max the maximum equivalent Mises stress in the whole loading

history
σf the fracture stress of in the monotonic tensile experiment
ν the Poisson’s ratio
ω̄ the effect of different strain energy components
ρ the material density
ω̄ the model parameter
ϒ the hysteresis energy density

WΔ p the plastic strain energy density

Fig. 1. Uniaxial tension-compression fatigue specimen geometry of the ox/ox-CMCs. All dimensions in mm.
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thermal expansion (CTE) for fiber and matrix causing excessive
shrinkage during the material fabrication. These inherent defects play a
significant role in mechanical properties, more general description of
the effect of inherent defects will be discussed in a separate paper.

2.2. Thermal shock tests

Thermal shock tests were carried out by heating the specimens to a
pre-determined temperature, then holding for 10 min to allow for
temperature equilibrium, then drop the heated specimen into distilled
water with room temperature. Opila [28] has confirmed that the me-
chanical properties of ox/ox-CMCs are very sensitive to water vapor at
elevated temperatures. Therefore, after each water quenching, it is
necessary to dry in air at room temperature before performing the next
water quenching experiment. The maximum test temperature was set to
1100 °C, as these materials application is limited to 1200 °C. More
manipulate details for the thermal shock tests can refer to [7,8].

It should be noted that after subjected to the cumulative 8 cycles of
thermal shock ( = °T 1100shock C), the cyclic thermal shock-induced
thermomechanical damage is nearly saturated according to the prior
work [8]. Consequently, the ox/ox-CMCs subjected to 8 cycles of
thermal shock were selected in the present work to determine the fa-
tigue performance of the composites after thermal shocks.

2.3. Tension-compression fatigue tests

Much research has been devoted to the tension-tension fatigue be-
havior of ox/ox-CMCs [29,30]. However, as the effect of compression
on material behavior in service environments can not be neglect, it is
critical to understand the tension-compression fatigue performance of
ox/ox-CMCs.

Tension-compression fatigue tests were proceeded on a servo-con-
trolled MTS mechanical testing machine under a constant amplitude

Fig. 2. The original 2-D woven ox/ox-CMCs: (a) overview, (b) fiber and matrix, (c) the porous matrix is evident.

Fig. 3. Tension-compression fatigue −S N curves for the original and cyclic
thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs in air (room temperature). Arrow indicates that
failure of specimen did not occur when the test was terminated.

Fig. 4. Typical evolution of stress-strain hysteresis response of composites with fatigue cycles.
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load controlled method. The fatigue test frequency was 1.0 Hz with the
sinusoidal waveform, and the stress ratio was = −R 1. All fatigue tests
were conducted at room temperature. The fatigue stress level (σmax),
applied as a percentage of the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) obtained
from the static tensile experiments, started from 62.5% to 90% average
UTS. The max load cycle 2 × 105 was defined as the fatigue run-out,
which was expected in aerospace applications. If the specimens sur-
vived over 2 × 105 cycles, the fatigue experiments would be inter-
rupted. The MTS alignment fixture was used to precisely align the
mechanical testing system before tests. The misalignment was limited
to 0.015% of bending for tension-compression fatigue specimens to
prevent buckling failure in all tests.

The cyclic stress-strain data were recorded for each test, so that
variations in maximum and minimum strains, as well as elastic modulus
change in fiber-reinforced direction (direction 1) in the process, could
be examined. After tension-compression fatigue tests, the scanning
electron microscope (SEM) was used to examine the fracture surfaces of
specimens.

3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1. −S N curve

Fig. 3 shows the maximum stress vs. cycles to failure ( −S N ) curves
for the original and cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs (the data with
arrows (the run-out data) represents the interrupted experiments).

It is noteworthy that all fatigue failures occur in the compressive
stage of the fatigue cycle. The room-temperature fatigue limit achieves
85% UTS for the original ox/ox-CMCs, which is similar to other CMCs
exhibiting fatigue limits of 80%-95% UTS. However, the fatigue beha-
vior for the cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs is unlike that observed
for the original materials. The fatigue run-out stress level of the cyclic
thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs is only 75% UTS, which is closely asso-
ciated with matrix-cracks and delamination exhibiting. There is crack
opening and closing, interphase friction between the fiber and matrix in
the composites, resulting in the loss in ultimate fatigue strength of
about 10%. It indicates that the fatigue performance of ox/ox-CMCs is
significantly degraded in the presence of cyclic thermal shock proces-
sing.

The fatigue life degradation in ox/ox-CMCs is observed to depend
on the applied stress, frequency, stress ratio and test environments [29].
Evolution of hysteresis stress-strain response with cycles of the original
and cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs is typified in Fig. 4. It should

be noted that the hysteresis response of the cyclic thermal shocked ox/
ox-CMCs is quite similar to that for the original materials. The hyster-
esis loops are not symmetric about the origin. For each cycle, the tensile
(compressive) modulus is defined as the slope of the linear tensile
(compressive) region of the hysteresis loop, and the tensile and com-
pressive modulus decrease with fatigue cycles, accompanied by the
cyclic tensile (compressive) strain increase. The cyclic softening during
compression is observed in Fig. 4, which may due to the mechanical
obstruction of crack closure by matrix debris. At the same time, as the
fatigue cycles increases, the cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs also
soften, and the softening rate is faster than the original ox/ox-CMCs.

From the initial loading to the stress amplitude σa, the matrix is
cracked as well as the fiber/matrix interface is debonded. Micro-slip
occurs at the fiber/matrix interface, causing the unloading/reloading
stress-strain hysteresis during subsequent unloading and reloading
process. The hysteresis energy density (HED) behavior mirrors the
composites elastic modulus behavior, and the HED is defined by the
area associated with hysteresis loops during corresponding fatigue cy-
cles [29,31],

∫= − +ε σ ε σ σϒ [ ( ) ( )]d
σ

σ
N N
unloading

1
reloading

min

max

(1)

where ϒ is the hysteresis energy density, εN
unloading denotes the unloading

strain for the N cycle, +εN 1
reloading denotes the reloading strain the +N 1

cycle. The HED calculated by Eq. (1) using the experimental data with
the cycle for the original and cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs are
illustrated in Fig. 5. The HED decreases rapidly at first and then slowly
with fatigue cycles increase. The higher the applied stress level, the
faster the rate at which the HED decreases. However, the HED for
original ox/ox-CMCs decreases faster than the cyclic thermal shocked
ox/ox-CMCs, due to that the thermal shock-induced thermomechanical
damage reduces the ability of materials to withstand the cyclic load.

When the stress level is near or below the ultimate fatigue strength,
the HED will decrease and then quickly stabilize to a relatively small
dissipation level, the average HED value is only 12.5 kJ/m3 for the
original ox/ox-CMCs, and for the cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs,
the average HED value is only 7.0 kJ/m3. Such a small HED value in-
dicates that the hysteresis is small and there is little actual fatigue da-
mage for the cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs.

3.2. Cyclic stress-strain behavior

The Ramberg-Osgood model can be applied to describe the

Fig. 5. Hysteretic energy density versus fatigue cycles for ox/ox-CMCs fatigue tested at three stress levels. At each stress level there is a rapid decrease in energy being
absorbed by the specimen, and, after 100 cycles, the value remains constant.
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monotonic tensile stress-strain behavior of ox/ox-CMCs,

= + ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

ε σ
E

σ
K

n1/

(2)

here K and n are the strength coefficient and the strain hardening ex-
ponent, respectively.

According to the discussion above, the cyclic stress-strain response
of ox/ox-CMCs can be characterized by the cyclic stress-strain curve,
and the Ramberg-Osgood model can fit the cyclic stress-strain curve as
well:

= + ⎛
⎝ ′

⎞
⎠

′
ε σ

E
σ
K

n
a

a a
1

(3)

where ′K is the cyclic strength coefficient, ′n is the cyclic strain hard-
ening exponent. The experimental model parameters for the original
and cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs are summarized in Table 1.

The stress-strain curves of both materials under uniaxial monotonic
and cyclic loading are obtained according to Eqs. (2) and (3), which are
illustrated in Fig. 6.

As for the cyclic stress-strain curves, the strain amplitude for each
loading path is computed from the stable cycle of each specimen. The
symbols and the lines represent experimental data and the predicted
results of the monotonic and cyclic Ramberg-Osgood model for the
original and cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs, respectively. The
fracture strain of the cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs is significantly
reduced compared with the original ones. Cyclic thermal shock-induced
thermomechanical damage results in lower fracture toughness for the
cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs. Both the cyclic strength coefficient

′K and the cyclic strain hardening exponent ′n increase for the cyclic
thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs. Furthermore, for the same strain level,
the cyclic stress of the cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs is much
lower than that of the original ox/ox-CMCs, indicating that the cyclic
thermal shock causes the effective load capacity of the material to de-
crease, as well as reduce the material resistant to cyclic deformation.

3.3. Evolution of cumulative strain with fatigue cycles

The evolutions of the accumulated strain with fatigue cycles of the
original and cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs at different stress le-
vels are investigated, as shown in Fig. 7. Strain ratcheting and accu-
mulation are not seen at first in all fatigue tests of both ox/ox-CMCs, but
only as cycle numbers increases, the phenomena can be observed. The
inelastic deformation in ox/ox-CMCs is mainly caused by the initiation
and propagation of matrix cracks. Generally, lower strain accumulation
with cycles implies that less damage occurs, which is mostly limited to
some additional matrix cracking. However, in this case, low accumu-
lated strains are more likely caused by early bundle failures and finally
lead to specimen failure.

It can be seen from Fig. 7(a) that, for the original ox/ox-CMCs, when
the test stress level is over the ultimate fatigue strength (75% UTS),
there is no strain ratchet effect and the strain accumulation can be
neglected in the early stage of the fatigue tests. After about 200 cycles,
the strain ratchet develops rapidly and the compression region accu-
mulates significant permanent strain. However, as shown in Fig. 7(b),
strain accumulation for the cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs is
faster, especially at a higher stress level (90% UTS). It indicates that the
cyclic softening process is related to the cyclic thermal shocks experi-
enced. The cyclic thermal shock causes the loss of matrix porosity,
which in turns changes the material responds to cyclic loading, while
the macroscopic stiffness of original ox/ox-CMCs is higher to resistance
to deformation, leading the cycle softening rate slower.

3.4. Evolution of elastic modulus with fatigue cycles

The reduction in stiffness during fatigue cycling reflects fatigue

damage development. The changes in the elastic modulus with the fa-
tigue cycles of the original and cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs are
measured respectively to reflect the damage evolution during the fa-
tigue cycles. Due to the dispersion of the composite materials, the initial
elastic portion of the first cyclic loading section does not have sufficient
data, so the unloading modulus of the first cycle is used as a reference,
that is, the change of elastic modulus is presented in the form of the
normalized modulus related to the unloading modulus in the first cycle
(∼E E/ unloading).

Fig. 8 shows the normalized elastic modulus as a function of fatigue
cycles of the original and cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs at dif-
ferent stress levels. Since the dispersion of the materials is too large,
each curve is divided by its own modulus for normalization, and typical
curves are selected for analysis.

Whether the test specimens fail or not, the elastic modulus decreases
continuously with fatigue cycles. The reduction in the elastic modulus
consists of two stages: the elastic modulus decreases continuously with
fatigue cycles in the first few cycles, and then a rapid decrease in elastic
modulus is observed before failure, caused by the matrix crack coa-
lescence and pull-out or fracture of fibers.

Obviously, for the failed specimens, the reduction of the normalized
modulus for cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs is significantly faster,
as shown in Fig. 8(b), suggesting that the cyclic thermal shocks accel-
erate the material elastic modulus degradation. Although some speci-
mens tested reached the fatigue run-out of 2 × 105 cycles, the nor-
malized modulus still decreases with cycles. When the fatigue limit is
reached, the elastic modulus loss of the cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-
CMCs is 12%, which is consistent with the original ox/ox-CMCs.

3.5. Fatigue failure mechanisms

Generally, the damage in composites includes fiber debonding,
matrix cracking and fiber sliding, which also can be observed in the
fatigue tests. The fracture surfaces of the original and thermal shocked
ox/ox-CMCs in tension-compression fatigue tests at the same stress
level (90% UTS) are shown in Fig. 9(a)-(b). The fracture surface of the
original ox/ox-CMCs is relatively flat. Conversely, the thermal shocked
ox/ox-CMCs produces fiber breakage and have significantly long da-
mage zones (ca. 20 mm), which may be related to cyclic thermal shock-
induced thermomechanical damage associated.

To gain a deep understanding of the mechanism of a sudden de-
crease in fatigue life during cyclic loading, the fracture surfaces of the
fatigue specimens are observed by SEM. The critical feature of the
fracture surface has a large amount of compression crimped fiber
fracture caused by micro-buckling of the fibers.

Since the porous matrix in the ox/ox-CMCs is very fragile, the fiber
bears most of the load during the tensile loading process. Therefore, the
buckling and fracture of the 0° fiber bundles result in a decrease in
effective load capacity of the materials. The damage and failure me-
chanism of the original ox/ox-CMCs in tensile-compression fatigue tests
is a large number of fiber breakages caused by micro-buckling of the
fiber under cyclic compressive loading, as shown in Fig. 9(c). In the 0°/
90° cross-lay, matrix cracks form between adjacent fibers in the 0° layer,
then grow subcritically to form a shear zone gradually, causes the fiber
to bend and buckle. Fig. 9(d) reveals the fiber bending of the compo-
sites under cyclic tensile-compression loading. The bending stress

Table 1
Model parameters of the original and cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs.

Material Monotonic Cyclic

Behavior K (MPa) n ′K (MPa) ′n

Original 41740 0.842 4274 0.49
Thermal shocked 11370 0.712 8606 0.67
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generated by in-phase buckling in the fiber results in the formation of a
kink zone and subsequent brittle fiber fracture.

4. Theoretical fatigue damage model

The fatigue damage is a progressive and irreversible process and its
accumulation brings the materials to failure. Generally, the residual
strength, residual stiffness and life can be used to predict the fatigue
damage of ox/ox-CMCs. However, in actual application, it is necessary
to determine the fatigue damage of structures nondestructively after
servicing a period [32]. Therefore, the residual stiffness is an excellent
choice to predict the failure of ox/ox-CMCs, which is easy to measure
and interpret, as the residual strength and life may involve the de-
struction of the test specimens.

To quantify the fatigue damage based on the recorded stress-strain
hysteresis loops under cyclic loading, the material damage under uni-
axial loading can be defined by the variation of elastic modulus, as

= −D E
E

1
0 (4)

where E denotes the actual elastic modulus of the damage materials,
and E0 is the initial elastic modulus. Hence, the fatigue damage

evolution of materials is characterized by the decrease of elastic mod-
ulus.

Fig. 10 illustrates the damage evolution in the tension-compression
case with different stress levels, in which the total damage D is plotted
with loading cycles, and the evolution consists of two stages: The da-
mage occurs at the initial stage and increases continuously with loading
cycles. Then, due to the saturation of the matrix crack density, the
fracture and pull-out of the fiber, the fracture strain of the materials
reaches the critical value εcr , and the damage develops rapidly before
rupture. The critical damage value Dcr at the rupture of specimen is
observed in Fig. 10(a).

The fatigue loading can be regarded as two parts: (i) the monotonic
loading (in the first half loading cycle); and (ii) the cyclic loading.
Therefore, based on the damage model of the cyclic thermal shocked
ox/ox-CMCs in the monotonic loading, the total thermomechanical
damage can be decoupled into two parts: the elastic damage De driven
by elastic strain energy density, and fatigue damage Df driven by plastic
strain energy under cyclic loading, that is

= +D D Ḋ ̇ ̇e f (5)

Hypothesis the cyclic thermal shock-induced thermomechanical da-
mage is elastic damage, and the damage gradually grows to saturation
with thermal shock cycles. A quantitative description of the thermo-
mechanical damage model is discussed in [7]. The fatigue damage Df

can grow, once <ε εcr. Of particular note is that the plastic strain en-
ergy is the only driving force leading to the accumulation of fatigue
damage of ox/ox-CMCs. The fatigue damage Df can be represented by
the total thermomechanical damage, D,

= −D D Df e (6)

where De is the sum of the mechanical elastic damage in the first half
loading cycle De

1 and the pre-damage Dshock, that is = +D D De e
1

shock
[33]. Neglected the mechanical elastic damage in the first half loading
cycle for the sake of simplicity, more general description of the ox/ox-
CMCs mechanical damage will be discussed in a separate paper. Here
only the cyclic thermal shock-induced thermomechanical damage in the
composites is considered. Fig. 10 (b) illustrates the variation the fatigue
damage vs. the loading cycles according to Eq. (6).

4.1. Quantitative description of thermal shocks-induced thermomechanical
damage

According to the thermodynamics of continuum damage mechanic,
the thermodynamical forces associated with the dissipative mechanisms

Fig. 6. The stress-strain curves of both materials under uniaxial monotonic and
cyclic loading.

Fig. 7. The maximum and minimum strains vs. cycles.
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can be derived from the energy release rates [10],

= ∂
∂

Y ρ
D
Φ . (7)

above ρ is density, and Φ is the dissipation potential, which consists of
strain energy density =φ φ ε ε D( , , )ij ij

p and the dissipation term π δ p( , )
[34],

= +φ ε ε D π δ pΦ ( , , ) ( , )ij ij
p

(8)

where εij
p is the plastic strain, p is the thermodynamic force-flux para-

meter associated to plastic hardening, and δ is the thermodynamic
force-flux parameter associated to damage hardening [34]. Due to that
the ox/ox CMCs didn’t show the plastic hardening and damage hard-
ening phenomenon during the fatigue loading, p and δ can be ignored in
this work. Therefore, the dissipation potential can be rewritten as,

̃= −ρ
ρ

E ε ε DΦ 1
2

(1 ),ijkl ij kl
e e

(9)

Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (7), then

̃
= =∼Y E ε ε

σ
E

f η1
2 2

( ),ijkl ij kl
e e eq

2

0 (10)

where ̃σeq is the effective stress, and f η( ) is the function of the stress
triaxiality η. For isotropic materials, f η( ) is defined as [10],

= + + −f η ν ν η( ) 2
3

(1 ) (1 2 ) .2
(11)

The second principle of thermodynamics is contented, which is written
as the Clausius-Duhem inequality:

+ ⩾σ ε YḊ ̇ 0.ij ij (12)

as the dissipation is positive, the damage evolution laws should meet
the following equation: ⩾Ḋ 0.

Obviously, with the shock cycles N increase, the strain energy of the
materials will decreases as the cyclic thermal shock cause the damage D
in the materials. In other words, the damage increment DΔ from cycle
to cycle leads to the strain energy dissipation, as the damage is the only
energy consumer. In order to illustrate the relationship between the
damage and the energy dissipation, the energy dissipation can be de-
fined as,

∑= −
=

−Y YΠ ( ).
k

N

k kN
1

1
(13)

where Yk is the strain energy in the materials after kth thermal shock.
Then the total energy dissipation for a given shock temperature can be
derived as [8],

= −Y D DΠ (2 ) .N 0 (14)

where Y0 is the initial strain energy. Eq. (14) illustrates the relationship
between the total energy dissipation and the damage.

4.2. Progressive damage model

From the perspective of the microscopic failure mechanism, the
cyclic plastic strain is related to slips and reverses slips at the fiber/
matrix interface. The fatigue damage of each cycle can be characterized
by the plastic strain energy of each cycle.

In uniaxial loading case, the plastic strain energy density WΔ p can
be expressed as

= ∮W σdεΔ p p (15)

Fig. 8. Normalized tensile modulus vs. fatigue cycles for ox/ox-CMCs tested under three stress levels.

Fig. 9. (a) Fracture surfaces of the original ox/ox-CMCs specimens at stress
level of 90% UTS, (b) fracture surfaces of the thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs
specimens at stress level of 90% UTS, (c) fiber breakage, (d) fiber bundle
bending.
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To calculate the plastic strain energy density WΔ p , firstly, the stress-
strain relation equation is needed to describe the shape of the hysteresis
stress-strain loop. Then the plastic strain energy density is calculated by
numerical integration of the stable hysteresis loop, as illustrated in
Fig. 11.

Jiang found that there is a linear relationship between the plastic
strain energy density WΔ p and the product of stress amplitude and
plastic strain amplitude σ εa a

p. For uniaxial cyclic tension-compression
cases [35],

Fig. 10. Damage evolution curves identified in the uniaxial fatigue tests with different stress amplitude for the thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs. (a) The total damage vs.
number of cycles, (b) the fatigue damage vs. number of cycles based on Eq. (6).

Fig. 11. The schematic diagram of the plastic strain energy density.

Fig. 12. Correlation between the plastic strain energy on the critical plane
within one cycle and the product of the effective stress and strain ranges.

Fig. 13. Flowchart of the proposed model.
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=W ω σ εΔ ¯Δ Δp p (16)

where ω̄ is a factor, indicating the effect of different strain energy
components. Fig. 12 show the correlation between the plastic strain
energy on the critical plane within one cycle and the product of the
effective stress and strain ranges for cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-
CMCs.

To describe the damage evolution under fatigue loading conditions,
most researchers use the power law to establish the fatigue models,
which are different in quantifying material properties and the damage
evolution. In the present study, a new fatigue damage model is ex-
tended from Jiang’s model to describe the fatigue damage evolution of
ox/ox-CMCs in the low cycle fatigue, with the driving force being
plastic strain energy WΔ p [35,36]. The fatigue damage growth rate Ḋf

is defined as [37]

= −
−

D
σ

σ
D D

p S
Ẇ ( ) 1 ̇

α
α

wf
eq
max

f

cr ( 1)

f (17)

where σeq
max is the maximum equivalent Mises stress and the mean stress

effect on the fatigue damage development. σf is the fracture stress de-

termined in the monotonic tensile experiment. The term −
−

D D( )
α

αcr ( 1)

considers the different form of damage evolution curves. Additionally,

pw takes into account the influence of the accumulated plastic de-
formation in the fatigue damage process. Here, the parameters α w S, , f

are material parameters.
The following assumption can be used to simplify the derivation: (i)

During one cycle, the change of the damage D is small so that D is
supposed to be constant in one cycle; (ii) The variation of accumulated
plastic strain in one cycle is negligible. Based on the above assumption,
the damage over the whole cycles can be viewed as the accumulation of
D of each cycle. Then, the fatigue damage evolution is re-written as:

∫= −
−

D
N

σ
σ

D D
p S

Wd
d

( ) 1 ̇
N

α
α

w
eq
max

f

cr ( 1)

f (18)

the accumulated plastic strain energy in one cycle is written with
∫ =W Ẇ ΔN , and =p N ε4 Δ p. Eq. (18) can be rewritten as

= −
−

D
N

σ
σ

D D
N ε S

Wd
d

( )
(4 Δ )

1 Δ
α

α
w

eq
max

f

cr ( 1)

p
f (19)

a linear equation =W ω σ εΔ ¯ 4 a a
p is used to approximate WΔ . Cyclic

plastic deformation plays an important role in low cycle fatigue life
analysis of materials. An appropriate constitutive method is needed to
calculate the estimated stress and strain of fatigue damage parameters.
The cyclic stress-strain equation can be used to determine the re-
lationship between the stress amplitude σa and the plastic strain am-
plitude εa

p:

= ⎡
⎣ ′

⎤
⎦

′
ε σ

K
.

n
a
p a

1

(20)

Substituting the Eq. (20) into Eq. (19), one obtains

− = ′− −
′− + −D D D ω K

S σ
ε N N( ) d ¯2 ( ) (2 ) d

α
α

w
n w wcr (1 ) 2 2

f f
a
p 2 1

(21)

Integrating the Eq. (21), then

− = +′− + −α D D A ε N C( ) ( ) (2 )α n w wcr 1
a
p 2 1 1 (22)

where the term A is

= ′
−

−
A ω K

w σ S
¯2

2(1 )
,

w2 2

f f

and C is a constant depending on boundary condition. For
= = = −N D D C α D D0, , ( )αinit cr init 1

, Dinit refers to the initial (pre-)
damage contained in the materials. For the cyclic thermal shocked ox/
ox-CMCs, Dinit refers to the thermomechanical damage caused by cyclic
thermal shocks. In addition, when the material fails after =N Nf cycles,

=D Dcr, so that = ′− + −C A ε N( ) (2 )n w w
a
p 2 1

f
1 . Then it can be deduced that,

− = ′− + −α D D A ε N( ) ( ) (2 ) .α n w wcr init 1
a
p 2 1

f
1 (23)

Then, defining the term = −B α D D
A

( )αcr init 1

, and substituting B into Eq.
(23), the following is obtained,

=− ′− +B N ε(2 ) ( )w n w
f

1
a
p 2 1 (24)

Since the fatigue experiments are under stress control, a power law
relation between the stress amplitude σa and the fatigue life Nf is given
corresponding the Basquin equation,

′ =σ N σ(2 ) ( )b
f f a (25)

where b notes fatigue strength exponent, and ′σf notes fatigue strength
coefficient. Integrating Eq. (21) from N to Nf and D to Dcr, the damage
can be expressed as,

− = −′− + − −α D D A ε N N( ) ( ) [(2 ) (2 ) ]α n w w wcr 1
a
p 2 1

f
1 1 (26)

Combining Eq. (23) with Eq. (26), the relation between damage and
cycle numbers under uniaxial loading can be found as:

Fig. 14. Tensile-compression damage evolution curve of ox/ox-CMCs.

Fig. 15. Comparison of fatigue life prediction between the original and cyclic
thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs.
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⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟= − ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

⎡

⎣
⎢ − ⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠

⎤

⎦
⎥

−D
D

D
D

N
N

1 1 1
w α

cr

init

cr
f

1

(27)

Fig. 13 illustrates the flowchart of the proposed model, and the
parameters taken from experiment are stated in the flowchart. Fig. 14
shows the damage evolution of the original and cyclic thermal shocked
ox/ox-CMCs at the stress level of 90% UTS. Both render the same form
of fatigue damage evolution: in the tension-compression cyclic loading
tests, damage occurs during the first few cycles, and then grows gra-
dually to a stable phase. The damage evolution of the cyclic thermal
shocked ox/ox-CMCs is characterized by two stages:

• In the primary phase, the damage begins as soon as the specimen
subjected to cyclic loading. Since the material consists of a porous
matrix, the matrix micro-cracks will quickly deflect to the fiber/
matrix interface, resulting in a rapid decrease in the elastic modulus.

• Material fatigue damage is related to fiber/matrix interface dela-
mination and friction. As fibers dominate the stretching process,
higher forces are required for fiber breakage/pull-out. The damage
development tends to be stable and the growth rate of damage is low
(the curve of red circle in Fig. 14). When the accumulated plastic
strain exceeds the critical fracture strain, the material finally failed.

4.3. The predict life of the progressive damage model

As the model parameters of the original and the cyclic thermal
shocked ox/ox-CMCs at different stress levels are obtained through
experimental data, the obtained models are used for fatigue life pre-
diction, as shown in Fig. 15. The solid line indicates that the predicted
results are identical with experimental results, and the two dotted lines
are the boundaries of 30% errors. The life results predicted by the two
models are in good agreement with the experimental results. For the
thermal shocked CMCs, the difference between the Whitworth model
[38] and the experimental results is up to 28%, and the progressive
damage growth model is up to 5%. On the other hand, for the original
CMCs, both models show around 40% difference with the experiments
at 75% UTS. Therefore, the progressive damage growth model has a
good predictive effect and can be used for the life prediction of the
cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the fatigue damage evolution, cyclic stress-strain re-
sponse, and fatigue life prediction of the original and thermal shocked
ox/ox-CMCs under uniaxial tensile-compression cyclic loading are stu-
died. The main conclusions are:

• The ultimate fatigue strength of the original ox/ox-CMCs in the
tensile-compression fatigue is up to 85% of the average UTS, and the
fatigue failure mechanism is fiber buckling under compression load.
The fatigue limit strength of the cyclic thermal shocked ox/ox-CMCs
in the tension-compression fatigue is only 75% UTS. The failure
mechanism is that a large number of matrix micro-cracks and local
delamination occur in the matrix due to cyclic thermal shocks,
which further reduces the fatigue limit of the ox/ox-CMCs.

• The cyclic stress-strain curve of ox/ox-CMCs is different from the
monotonic stress-strain curve. Both the original and cyclic thermal
shocked ox/ox-CMCs undergo cyclic softening in the whole loading
history. Even at a lower stress level which the materials can reach
the fatigue limit, its elastic modulus still drops, which is further
confirmed by the cyclic hysteresis energy density theory.

• To describe the evolution of fatigue damage in the cyclic thermal
shocked ox/ox-CMCs, a nonlinear fatigue damage model based on
Jiang’s model and continuum damage mechanics is proposed. The
total damage consists of the thermal stress-related damage from
thermal shocks and the fatigue damage from applied mechanical

loads. The plastic strain energy density is used as the damage
driving force in fatigue damage. The fatigue damage evolution law
is combined with the Ramberg-Osgood cyclic plastic model to pre-
dict the cyclic deformation and accumulation process of the damage.
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